
The School was on the A24 not the A3, the A3 turned right from the Old Town towards Clapham Junction. 
 
I was there from 1962-69 and remember Des Smith as a pupil there before he went to teachers training 
college. Andy 

22 May 2016 at 17:22 

I too was there during the same time period. It was a poor education really. Ironically, I went onto several 
elite universities and ended up as a teacher and literacy consultant. I still dream of the old place, from 
time to time. One of the best teachers was a student teacher that we had great respect for, a Mr Smith. 
He was not a disciplinarian and never got wound up. He was all the better for it and we soon stopped 
mucking about. He was only there for a few months in the early 70s but he introduced us all kinds of ideas 
and took us out the zoo and a theatre to put on "The Long, The Short and The Tall". His experimental 
lessons stayed with me. I even tried out his "cops and robbers" lesson involving alibies up in Scotland, 
while going through my PGCE. The kids LOVED it; their regular teacher helped me teach the lesson as 
she become a solicitor for the gang of robbers and I, a the commissioner of police briefed my detectives. 
It was Smith's lesson all over again and it was the one that gave me the confidence that I could think. I 
met a few of the pupils years afterwards at Canary Wharf when they won an award for a student 
newspaper; they sent for me and we went to see "The Mouse Trap" and had dinner at their hotel. Their 
old teacher had accompanied them. And they told me that they still remembered "that lesson" as the best 
one they ever had, even if their memories of the student teacher that gave it had naturally dimmed. Much 
of what we learn at school is forgotten and lessons fade away - but Mr Smith (not to be confused with 
Desmond Smith) remains with me as a formative influence who also went onto influence students I taught 
years afterwards. Our thoughtfulness and actions have consequences and can resonate for decades 
afterwards. No doubt that student teacher from the early 70s will never read this, even if he still lives. 

 

Anonymous7 November 2016 at 13:09 

I was there between 1958-1963. The staff were simply vicious. Canings daily. She inspections in the 
playground every morning. Pity the boys who had to walk across the common. Teachers of unworthy 
note...Mr Carling, Mr Price, Mr Elliot, Mrs (Ma)Davey, all wielded the cane. Mr Price (3a) actually smoked 
in the classroom. He told us we were an unworthy lot who would amount to no good. In modesty, I have 
done very well in life as, I am sure, have many of my classmates from that time. All I recall is prayers, the 
Angelus Bell, being caned for some minor infraction, then being caned by your class master (for letting 
him down) and then ditto for your House Master on a Friday afternoon after detention. 
It belonged in the dark ages and I do not regret having left at 15 being told I would regret it for life. However, 
again, I became quite literary and artistic when I left, have been successful in business and my son 
obtained a double first at Oxford. My classmates were Leach, Farrelly, Wortham, Fitzgerald, Fache, 
Piatrowski, Gold, Wynne, Critchley, Willows, Foley et al....... 

I too was there at that time...my group were Rory Farrelly, John Gold, Joe Willows, Dan Begley et al. 
 
I agree with the above inasmuch as the whole ethos was based on regimen, religion, discipline and 
punishment. 
 
Others in the Class were Mountain, Morson, Cantwell, Harris, Kennedy from memory. The head boy was 
named-Bennett  
 
Mr Meheghan was the aged Head and his lackey was Mr Carling, a psychotic if ever there was one. I 
recall little if ever encouragement or praise. The Houses were Campion, Fisher, Becket and Moore. 
I believe a school is as good as the staff and I recall three canings in one day, I could not write to do my 
homework. I was not a bad kid, maybe expressive but, did not really deserve the canings I received. In 
our first year we were being taught a science lesson when the teacher, a Mr Blake was interrupted by a 
boy from another class who had been asked to deliver a pile of text books. He had an expression on his 
face which the teacher di not like and was asked to change it...he did not really understood and the teacher 
said "right, lets see what the cane will do to change it...." The poor kid received 8 strokes before the 
nutcase ceased the punishment. I further recall a case of a classmate being caned wearing only gym 
shorts..the weal was so bad and the music teacher who administered it, A guy called Probert actually 
came to the classroom and the victim had to drop his trousers to show the teacher.  

14 September 2019 at 22:35 

Hi Bill, at St GS from 69 to 74. In Jack Coppens class 1972. Kev Butler 
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My Brother Kenny Elliott (Elms Rd) and his Friend Keiran O'Connor (Cavendish Rd) went to St Gerards 
in the 60's, think they left in 66/67....They drank in the Windmill Pub too (often;) 
Anyone remember them? 

Reply 
Replies 

Remember Kenny, his younger brother, and Keiran very well. Kenny wrote the ITN News at Ten 
theme! I was a jazz organ player and worked with Kieran around bars and clubs in the 70's. 
Happy days. Pat Kirby. 

I also went to St Gerards left in 1966, I have some old class photoes of my class and also one 
photo of the year above us, had a friend in that year, Although I got the cane once in each year, 
I dont remember it being that bad, I suppose it depended on how much you were prepared to 
learn. I went on to be an apprentice joiner and ended up Head of capital projects for a large 
estate and 2 degrees under my hat and Fellows of 2 professional bodies. I still see some of my 
old class mates over a drink one even comes back from Aus when he can. We all talk of the 
good times, I think school is a lot deferent now. who remembers games at Morden playing fields, 
I always did cross country running. Pete 

I was in St Gerards for one year, around 1962, then my family moved to Ireland. Luckily Ireland did not 
have the 11+ so it was like getting a second chance. I think most of those teachers did the post war 
emergency training and probably little else. I did a little better than it was assumed I would do. A form 
teacher laughed when my father asked would I be able to do take A Levels. I'm now a professor emeritus. 
Just goes to show. For a few years after leaving university in Dublin I taught in Newham and a lot of the 
older teachers were like those in St Gerards, used the cane too much and not that good. 

I started at St Gerard`s in 1958, but was only there for just over a year, as my dad died and I went into a 
children`s home in Denham. A couple of teachers that have not been mentioned is Mr. (Jim) Malins, a 
sadist if ever there was one. We also had a Canadian teacher, Mr. Walsh, who talked so loud, he could 
clear the wax out of your ears from 50 feet. The only pupils names I can remember is Brian Magill and the 
kid I always hopped the wag frequently with, George Dabrowski. 

Do any of you remember Mick Peirce. He was a good friend of mine and used to describe being beaten 
by the brothers? Not sure if it was st Gerard’s though it may have been the other catholic school? 

I was at St. Gerrards from 1960 until 1964 when I left on my 15th birthday as you were then allowed. My 
brother attended clapham college on the west side of the common from 1961 until 1966 and was taught 
by the brothers which I think Bob is refering to. James 'Jim' Mallins was a fourth form teacher and also 
deputy head. He had a fondness for caning at every opportunity and would tell his victims @my room at 
4 o'clock, but was so forgetful most of us didn't bother to show up. The other teachers I remember were 
Elliot, Hughes, Brown, Probert,Blake,Clifford,Mulligan and Trainor. They all liked to whack the kids around 
a bit which would probably get them in trouble these days but it was customary in a lot of schools at that 
time and widely accepted. I remember Mondays sports day when we all had to catch the tube to Morden 
and end up doing cross country through swamps of mud because the ground was waterlogged ( I strongly 
suspect it was more likely that the teachers could not be bothered to oversee any team games. This 
seemed vary odd as the school was situated feet from Clapham common. Mixed memories and with the 
sixties gathering momentum I had to do my thing. Bill Eyers. 

Bruce-Tamakloe10 December 2019 at 13:54 

Hi All, 
I was in St Gerards only for 3 years in Fisher House as I recall, from 1971 to 1973. My elder brother also 
attended St Gerards from 1967, in Becket house and finished sixth form shortly before we moved to 
Ireland. 
I remember the 'Cane and Book' and the Slipper - which was a training shoe across the backside - we 
used to try and pad our trousers with copy book - by the discipline master - Mick Daly(?) 
My best friend back then was Eamonn Daly (no relation to Mick) and the annoyance in the class was a 
guy called Perry (who was a bit like Draco Malfoy' with a protector called Larkin (who was actually a nice 
guy). 
Used to love the tuck shop! 
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